
www.akopso.com



You are looking for talented staff for guided tours or for 
special tourism tours in Western Europe ?

But you don’t know where to look at?
You know it takes a lot of time to manage operations and accounting!



Work with AKOPSO

The first marketplace that enables you to outsource all the operations
and accounting for tour guides, tour leaders, assistants and driver guides.



THE JOBS

TOUR GUIDE TOUR LEADER ASSISTANT DRIVER GUIDE

OUR PLAYGROUND COVERS 11 COUNTRIES IN WESTERN EUROPE
FRANCE - ITALY - SPAIN - PORTUGAL - UNITED KINGDOM - GERMANY - BENELUX - SWITZERLAND - IRELAND



Why AKOPSO ?

European network
5000 contacts

40 languages spoken
4 jobs through one agency

Time saving
One supplier for 11 countries

Online secured payment
Dematerialized online billing

Quality checked
In the business since 2008

One dedicated team
IT developed internaly

Controlled prices
We do the prices

The suppliers pay us a fee
We do company contracts



How does it works ?

1
Post your needs online 

(mission type, date, duration, 
location, details…).

2
We expertise the demand, 
and we make you an offer.

3
 Pay by credit card, wire 
transfer, or monthly by 

contract.

4
 Get the supplier’s 

coordinates and feel secure 
for the coming mission.

5
 Get discounts thanks to our 

deposit loyalty program.



Our STRENGTHS

CUSTOMERS FIRST
Tailor made only.

Possibility to pay once a 
month from 50K€/year.
API possible from 2021.

EXPERTISE
We are in the tourism 
business since 2008.

We meet our suppliers 
localy.

REACTIVITY
We are able to find a solution 

in less than one minute, 
thanks to our AK+ software, 

used by both parties.



Few references

BIG tour operators SMALL tour operators Incoming / DMC

Websites

And many more…



Contact

Joris SIGOT
Contract Manager
+33 6 89 08 09 34
joris@akopso.com 

+33 4 69 96 90 50
Savoie Technolac - BP 10238

73370 LE BOURGET DU LAC CEDEX - France

mailto:joris@akopso.com
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